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AXIOMS OF PROBABILITY CALCULUS BASED ON THE NOTION OF RANDOM VARIABLE
Stanislaw Kwapiefi stated the following problem: Is it possible to introduce and to axiomatise the notion of probability starting from a random variable as the basic notion (instead of starting, as usual, from a measure over a ff-field of measurable sets)?
We present an approaoh to *he notion of probability, vnioh. gives a positive answer to this question. Namely we start iv srsme family F of functions and we fix a list of its properties as axioms. We connect with F In a natural way s 1'kscily of sets and we prove (from axioms of F), that it is , if-field. It appears, moreover, that the family of all functions measur rablc w.r.t. thie ff-field coincides with P. i proo:'.bilit^ will be introduced via a functional I over F satisr^ing pome conditions corresponding to ordinary axioms of probability.
I. Notions and axioms of tha set of random variables Let P be a set of real valued functions with a common domain E. For eaoh feF we design by Af *he sei {e eE.; f(e)<o} and^by faoiily {Af : ftP}. We also design a characteristic function of a set A oy Ka, i.e. 
F5. If (f_)°°
is a sequenoe of elements qf F, which is n n=0 convergent at each point, then lim f belongs to F.
From now on we will always assume F to be a family of R-variables.
II. Ep is a C-field Let us start from an easy observation that, by conditions F1, F2, F3, F5, all constants belong to F and F is closed under substraction of functions and division of functions with divisor non equal to zero in any argument. Proof. Let f n (e) = For each eeE f'(e) = lim f (e). n*» Lemma 2. I f I € F for each f € F. Proof.
It follows immediately from the equality:"
|f(e)| = f(e).f'(e).
Lemma 3. For a given subset A of E,' A 6M p if and only if K. 6 F. P* r o o f .
If K^e P then A e Mp because = {et -KA(e)<0}.
Let us assume that A 6 Mp and A = { e e E:f (e ) < o} for some ft P, Let f' be the function as in lemma 1 and let f" be the function defined by the equality
Observe that f eF and f'(e) t 0 for any e eE. Thus the f" function is defined on whole set E and it belongs If'l to P. It is easy to see that We receive the following fact as an easy Corollary of Lemma 3. Theorem I. ihe family Mp is a tf-field. Proof.
It is obviouB that Mp contains 0 and is closed under the complement and finite union operations.
Moreover, for every increasing sequence (A of subn n=0 sets of E and for any ecE there exists lim K, (e) and n -»«*> n
Now we have to prove that P contains all functions which are measurable w.r.t. a 6"-field Mp.
Lemma 4* The family F is closed under the operations defined by the cases, i.e. if functions f^ig,... ,fn belong to P, sets A.j ,A2,... ,Afl belong to Mp and {a.J .. ,An} is a disjoint family covering E, then a function f defined by the formula f 1 (s) for e € A 1 f(e) = .
f2(e) for e 6 A 2 fn(e) for e e A n belongs to P. Pro of. This follows immediately from the equality has a lower bound and it decreases from some mon=0 ment. This implies, that a function g defined by the formula gj(«) = lim h n (e).
has the set E as Its domain* Moreover geF, by the axiom F5. It remains to show th^t g fulfills the desired equivalence. Let g(e)<w, and let n an integer suoh that h n (e)<w. For such n, h_(e) = w, < w for some w. € W_, hence by (*). Therefore lim h (e)<w'<w. n-
00
The o r e m II. If a function f is measurable with respect to the tf-field Mp, then f € P.
Proof. For given any real r, let = {es f(e)<r}. A r is an element of the family M pt thus A = {a vj : w € w} is ah F-family. Let g be an element of P such that g(e) < w e € A^p i.e.
g(e) < w 4=» f(e) < w for an arbitrary w 6 W, e e E. It follows from Lemma 5 that f = g, thus f e P. Theorem II gives us a one-to-one correspondence between the class of all (¡"-fields and the class of all families satisfying axioms F1-F5.
Problem. It seems to be interesting: 1) to characterise families corresponding to the well known (^-fields (e.g. Borel sets, some quotient C-fields), 2) to describe (T-fields corresponding to some families of R-variables (e.g. families generated via axioms P1-F5 by some sets of functions.
III. Probability functional Let (f J" 9 ,, be a sequence of real valued functions. We n n=0 call it good if it is convergent at each point of E and the sequence (Af j 00 is increasing. I n n=0 Let I be a real valued functional over the family of R-variables. We call I the probability functional if it satisfies the following axioms 11. I [f] > 0 for every f€P. 12. l[-l] = 1. 13. for each pair of R-variables f,g such, that for every eeE max{f (e ) ,g(e)} > 0, there holds the equality
14. for each good sequence R _var i al3 les we have
(It is easy to see that if F is a probability measure and f is a P-measurable function, then the functional l[f] =P (f<0) satisfies the above conditions).
Let us observe that each probability functional I has the following properties This follows immediately from axiom 13 and from the previous point. • ^
The o r e m IV. P^ is a probability measure over MY. Proof.
Obviously PjiE) = l[-l] = 1 and Pjttf) = s P T [1] = 0. Let A and B be disjoint elements of Up. Let us consider the functions S^ and S Q defined in the proof of the previous theorem. One can easily veriify that S AuB (e) = S A (e).S B (e) and that S A and S B satisfy the assumption of the axiom 13. Therefore Pot completing the proof it is enough to observe that if is an increasing sequence of elements of Up, then (S A is a good sequence and that S oo (e) = n n=0 • n=0 = lim S A (e). This implies that PjfO 
